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Finance as a trusted partner
Nearly two-thirds(a) of organisations have struggled to implement their most forwardthinking priorities – becoming a leading finance organisation will require the CFO to focus
on key areas like data & analytics, intelligent automation and planning/forecasting accuracy.
Choose to enhance the value of finance
Finance leaders of the future must consider these
important questions:
— How should our finance function change to increase
business agility?
— How can the finance function provide higher value to
the wider business?
— How can I help my people embrace the change?
— How do I get more value from my data and start to
take advantage of the next generation of technology?

Harness the power of data and enable your
organisation to deliver improved value to
your business and your customers.
Powered Enterprise | Finance provides:
— A jump start to your digital transformation, with a
solid starting point and ability to customise

— Immediate access to finance process
taxonomies, leading practices and process
flows or process maps
— Validated solutions with proven real-world usability

— How do I provide the insight and control to oversee
wider innovation and transformation?

— Reduced implementation risks and enhanced ROI

Introducing Powered Enterprise |
Finance

— A solid platform for continuing evolution and progress

Powered Finance is the outcome-driven transformation
solution that takes a pragmatic and proven approach to
preparing your business for the future.
This solution enables rapid transformation and aims to
derive maximum value from your move to the cloud.
Inspire and empower your people and partners to
embrace change and transition to a new way of working.

“

“

KPMG was a perfect fit for us,
bringing the tools and experience
necessary for us to make a complete
and smooth transition to the cloud.
- A US building material company

Note: (a)

Anticipate tomorrow’s needs today
Powered Finance focuses on the future agility of your
business. It reaches beyond efficiency gains from
traditional finance-related tasks by using automation,
predictive analytics and cognitive learning to extend the
role of finance as a trusted advisor to the business. The
tools and methods available in the Powered Finance
solution will help you and your team to manage the
required changes and accelerate your ability to gain
benefits from the transformation.

“

Powered enables us to see the future,
relate it to what we have today and
move forward with leading practice.
- A multinational hospital

KPMG Future Ready Finance Global Survey, KPMG International, 2019
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“

A pre-configured cloud solution that’s embedded with
years of leading practice and enhanced by automation.

— High-touch change management and employee
experience

What’s in the box?
Powered Finance provides a combination of leading practices and
processes, tested technology solutions and a next-generation
delivery framework.
— KPMG Target Operating Model shapes how transformation plays
through every layer of your organisation
— KPMG Powered Execution Suite is an integrated platform of next
generation tools to help deliver functional transformation
— KPMG Powered Evolution provides access to specialised resources
to drive continuing evolution

The KPMG Target Operating Model

With KPMG Powered
Enterprise | Finance
you can:
— Transform the way you run
your business
— Build agile functions that
evolve as you grow
— Help your people to adopt and
embrace change
— Exploit new technologies for
value and performance
— Drive future success with the
latest leading practice

Functional process

Pre-configured leading practice
across a growing set of
technology platforms
Governance

People

— Oracle
— Workday
— Microsoft

Performance
insight & data

Service
delivery
model

— SAP

— Coupa
— Ivalua
To find out more about Powered
Enterprise | Finance and the
impact it can have on your
business, visit:
kpmg.com/uk/poweredfinance

Technology
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Powered Finance helps maximise value from your data
with pre-configured solutions for leading platforms across:
Plan to
perform

Project
to result

Record to
report

Quote to
cash

Acquire to
retire

Source
to pay
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Imagine your finance function with...

80%

30%

50%

reduction in # of
manual reporting

reduction in cost
of finance

reduction in manual
reconciliations

45%

20%

15%

cut in the cost of
general accounting

reduction in
budgeting and
forecasting cost

improvement in
working capital

What comes next is powered by KPMG.

kpmg.com/uk/poweredfinance
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